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ForewordForeword

You know you wanna be Dean Winchester.

Admit it. You want to hit the road. Crank the tunes. Eat snack cakes for dinner. Flirt with a 

confidence so epic it should be weaponized. Then—oops—lose their number. Con the con men. 

Outsmart the Trickster. Field strip a rifle in under a minute on a motel bed, without looking, while 

the Magic Fingers is running. Gank a demon before breakfast. Go to Hell and live to tell about it. 

Who wouldn’t wanna be Dean?

Or, okay, Sam. Look, we’re friends, I’m just gonna level with you—Dean’s awesome, but I’d 

want be the one with the special mojo. Hello? Psychic visions? The power to exorcise demons 

with your mind? I mean, yeah, a heavy suitcase of angst comes with the turbo powers—there’s the 

looming threat of Going Darkside. But I gotta confess, I can relate to the angst. As metaphors go, 

Sam’s works for me. I’ve got a little Darkside in there. You?

Now, on the unequivocal plus side of being Sam: street smart and book smart and tall. If you 

were Sam, you could walk into any room, beeline for the most suspicious person, and get them 

to trust you in under a minute. Never mind you’re only pretending to be a cop, or a reporter, or a 

hospital orderly …  or even drunk and incompetent with a pool cue. If you were Sam, you’d be one 

hell of a pool shark. 

Plus, if you’re Sam, you’ve got Dean. If you’re Dean, you’ve got Sam. Have you ever seen a 

team like the two of them? Me neither.

So. 

On the one hand, you kind of can’t go wrong here. Our show is full of bad-asses. Take your 

pick. Even the demons drive classic cars. Even the angels throw a wicked right hook.
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On the other hand, you’re doomed. I can’t be the first person to point out to you that as a fan of 

Supernatural, you’ve embraced what just might be the most nihilistic show on TV. Dude, everybody 

dies. They die bloody. Some of them repeatedly. Including both of our lead characters. Supernatural 

is a show about the creepy evil lurking in every corner. It’s about the hunters who just barely 

manage to keep beating that evil back. The teeny little candle flames in the pitch black. They’re 

outnumbered, outgunned … 

I’m sorry, am I depressing you? Don’t get me wrong—it’s fun to watch the creatures go ballistic. 

Blood spatter hits the wall—or a Winchester’s face—innocent people scream, our heroes dive for 

the Impala trunk and select from a cache of groovy weapons … 

No, I trust we’re all on the same page here. You didn’t tune into our little show because you 

wanted to watch The Nutcracker. You’re after some hardcore Bad Thing Hunting. Maybe you had a 

rough childhood. Maybe you just have really excellent taste. Whatever. I’m just glad you found us. 

When I was 12, my folks shipped me off to spend the summer in Canada with my cousins. We 

were bored, unsupervised, and had access to the video store. We watched the entire horror section. 

I won’t waste your valuable role-playing time getting into a deep analysis of why I was so drawn to 

monsters. I’ll just say that there’s something about experiencing scary stuff that’s more satisfying 

when you’re with other people, all freaking out together. 

So I’m glad this game has come into being. You can gather in a like-minded group, turn down 

the lights, and egg each other on. Don’t forget the pie. For extra veracity, someone should probably 

wear a trucker hat. If you’re of age, by all means have a beer. Lucifer could rise at any time. Might as 

well party.

And seriously: thanks for watching. We make the show for you.

         —Sera Gamble
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It’s damn dark out there—the sort of dark that 
swallows light and brings up bile. You’re alone, 
crouched in a corner. The wind howls—or is that a 

scream? Scratching sounds at the window, creaking in 
the floorboards, hinges groan as a door slides open. The 
arrhythmic thump of footsteps moves steadily across the 
floor. Something is headed your way.

Whatever it is, it can’t be good. More than likely, it’s 
gonna be a real bitch.

They say the night’s alive, but you know whatever’s 
coming ain’t animals, insects, or some insomniac. Other 
things are out there—seriously bad stuff that lives in the 
darkness. This ugly, relentless evil is hungry. Hungry for 
flesh and blood, sure, but also fear, terror, and life. The 
worst of it starves for your soul.

Surviving such a world ain’t easy. In fact, it’s hard as 
hell. At times, it is Hell.

No one lasts long if they aren’t prepared. To do that, 
you gotta know just what sort of world you’re living in. 
You also gotta learn the kind of nasties that can rear up and 
take a bite out of you and your buddies. No tellin’ when 
something might come for you out of the shadows. If you 
aren’t ready, you’re as good as dead.

The World You Know
Check it out—the real world, modern-day. It’s the 

world you see every morning when you wake up. People 
tool around in cars, listen to iPods, heat up coffee in 
microwaves, curse the ATM for their own pathetic bank 
account, and surf the Internet when work gets old (say, 
five minutes in). It’s the same dreary world you’ve always 
known, with all the same boring people. You’re born, you 
learn to walk and talk, you go to school, you graduate, you 
get a job, you retire, and you die. End of story.

At least, that’s how it is for most folks.
What most people don’t know is … there’s a lot more 

crap going on. Some people ain’t most folks—they ain’t 
as lucky, or as ignorant. They’ve had their eyes opened, 
usually by force. They’ve witnessed firsthand what haunts 
the shadows. They know a nice, neat life is a lie. Beyond 
it—and not nearly far enough beyond—is something much 
worse.

The Supernatural
Nature and human effort don’t explain everything. 

If anything, that stuff just covers over a badness that, 
thankfully, most people never experience. That horror 
has a name: the supernatural. This deeper world is filled 
with ghosts and spirits and demons and all manner of 
monsters. These creatures piss on the normal rules. Most 
are stronger, faster, tougher and way more vicious than 
humans. Some only need to eat once a decade, but feed 
much more often … ‘cause they like it. Some are made of 

stone, or breathe fire, or turn into bugs, or paralyze with 
a touch, or transform into smoke, or do something really 
mind-blowing. The ugly stuff can’t die by normal means. 
The really ugly stuff lives forever.

Now we’re talking about the real world. The big, bad, 
scary, rip-out-your-organs world. The one where those 
who battle the supernatural—the hunters—strive every 
hour of every day to buy normal folks what safety they can.

On the upside, it’s a thousand times more exciting 
than classes or carpooling to your CPA job. It’s also an 
important job. Somebody’s gotta do it. That’s about it for 
the positives. On the flipside, it’s also stupidly dangerous. 
A few supernatural creatures just want to be left alone, 
but don’t count on it. Most are hip-deep in messing with 
normal humans. Some want people for entertainment, 
but more often they’re just lookin’ for a food source. That 
might be blood and guts, but others suck out emotions, 
memories, or life energy. 

Since most folks can’t even accept the idea that such 
creatures exist, their nasty habits usually go unpunished, 
written off as the deranged crimes of “unknown assailants.” 
Hell, half the time no one even looks into the thing. What 
used to be a living, loving human becomes just another 
missing person, bizarre accident, or elaborate suicide.

Hunters know better. Like we said, someone’s gotta 
fight back, protect the innocents, blah, blah, blah. Hunters 
take on a job few know about, and even fewer want 
anything to do with. One monster at a time, they risk 
everything. The lucky ones that don’t have their hearts 
ripped out more often than not go insane. Most just hope 
they can take down the sons of bitches before they cash it 
in.

So what sort of beasties inhabit the darkness beyond 
the light? The unfortunate truth is it’s anything you can 
imagine, and a whole mess of stuff you can’t, or don’t want 
to. Every myth, legend, and ghost story began as some kind 
of true account. Later generations—folks that didn’t want 
to believe—discounted them as empty tales. Partially that’s 
‘cause most supernatural creatures don’t die away, they 
simply adapt to whatever life and society humans create. 
That helps them hide better and keep on killing.

If you’ve ever been spooked by a story or a hunch, that 
son of a bitch is probably out there somewhere. Here’s the 
nickel tour. Stay sharp, some of this information could save 
your sorry ass.

Ghosts
You live, you die, you move on. If you’re lucky, you 

avoid goin’ someplace nasty, but no one really knows 
exactly where you go. At least, that’s the case with most 
folks. Then there’re those who don’t, or can’t, move on. 
Some men, women—hell, even children or animals—
linger after death. They don’t pass through the veil 
to whatever comes next. They stick around and 
become ghosts.
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Spooks seem to turn up in the majority of our scary 
jobs. That’s ‘cause they’re the single most common 
supernatural creature in our world. You can find ghosts 
almost anywhere: in the city, in the country, in a house, in 
an apartment, along a road, attached to an object, attached 
to a person, hovering over your shoulder right now. If 
you know where to look, they’re all around. Whenever 
something supernatural occurs, it’s usually a safe bet that a 
spook is involved.

Of course, not all specters are the same. Some can’t be 
seen; others get their kicks by gettin’ in your face. Some are 
uglier than your fat aunt Mildred, sporting open wounds 
or horrid signs of what caused them to stop livin. Some 
appear so normal that most people seeing them don’t 
notice anything out of the ordinary. Some spooks are sad, 
pining for their living, breathing days, or trying to change 
something that happened so long ago no one remembers. 
Some are protective, watching over loved ones. More than 
you’d like, however, ghosts are just plain angry, seeking 
payback for whatever happened to them while they were 
still alive.

Ghosts run the gamut in power and ability. The one 
thing all spooks share is intangibility. They are shadows of 
their former, living selves, and spend most of their time 
with no real physical substance. Some are permanently 
immaterial, but many can get tangible when riled up. Solid 
or not, many ghosts can make stuff move with nothing 
but a stare, flinging items and even people around. Most 
ghosts can turn invisible, and tend to stay hidden when not 
gettin’ medieval on someone. A few of the more powerful 
spooks may be able to read minds, to alter weather, to cause 
heart attacks, or even to bend time and space. Now that’s 
downright frightening.

No one knows what causes one person’s spirit to 
linger while another faced with similar bad stuff moves 
on. Maybe it’s willpower, or faith, or intensity, or some 
combination. The good news is that ghosts were once 
human, and tend to think just like when they were alive. 
They can be tricked, manipulated, or outmaneuvered by 
using their own memories, interests, and emotions against 
them. 

Creatures
Some of these things were never human. Not even 

close. Lots of these creeps aren’t even flesh and blood. They 
could be made of stone, wood, plants, or stuff you don’t 
want to get near, much less on the bottom of your shoes. 
Many could never be mistaken for us, while others are 
close enough to pass among regular people when necessary. 
Ultimately all of them are inhuman, with inhuman needs 

and desires.
Usually, these creatures live apart from humanity, 

preying on us when the mood strikes them. Some 
are like wild beasts, only more cunning. Some 

relish the chase, hunting people with the patience 

of a big game cat, or the relentlessness of a pack of wolves. 
Others are more twisted, shunning meat and blood in favor 
of emotions, thoughts, or some other esoteric feedbag. 
They are as subtle as they are cruel, and they are always, 
always hungry. 

The upside is that creatures have substance—living 
beings with physical bodies. That means you can kick them 
in the head, blow holes in them, or run them over with 
a car. The trick is figuring out what type of ugly it is and 
what its weaknesses are. Most flesh-and-blood creatures 
can be damaged by fire. Many can be hurt by knives, bats, 
and guns. Best count on them being a lot tougher than 
any regular animal though. For creatures made of weird 
substances, like rock or thousands of bugs, whatever 
damages that stuff can probably hurt it. Chisel the rock 
thing, spray down the bugs with poison—you get the drift.

The other good thing about creatures is that they are 
limited by their bodies. A ghost can pass through walls, 
vanish from sight, and reappear anywhere—makes it damn 
tough to ambush or trap. Creatures can usually only sense 
what’s around them at any given time, and can be hemmed 
in with walls or nets or powerful enough tranqs. That 
means hunting a creature is much the same as hunting any 
wild beast. The biggest difference is that most creatures 
are smarter than animals, and have unusual strength and 
endurance. Even worse are those sons of bitches that move 
like lightning, or fly, or shape-shift, or shoot venom from 
places you don’t want to know. Just gotta out-tough those 
bastards.

Demons
Ghosts were human at one point. Creatures are 

physical and, in the end, mortal. Both are part of this 
world, even if it’s a screwed-up part. Really vicious horrors 
come from beyond. And the worst of those are demons.

Hate to say it, but Father Christopher was right. There 
really is a Hell. That’s something every hunter—every one 
who lives more than a couple weeks—learns for absolute 
certain. No one knows if Heaven exists, but sure...hell... 
there’s a Hell. We know that ‘cause sadistic, pitiless things 
keep crawling out of it. These beings are powerful and 
utterly ruthless. They’re known to those in the trade as 
demons.

Demons have no physical form of their own—not 
in our world, anyway. Some hunters—those who can 
string together more than two sentences at a time—debate 
whether demons have bodies in Hell. Most don’t bother, or 
try not to think too much about the place down below. In 
the real world, demons possess regular people and use their 
bodies—their “meat suits” as the hellions like to call their 
rides. They can access the host body’s memories, pulling 
off a nearly perfect imitation, right down to knowing the 
meat’s work routine, loved ones, financial arrangements, 
and even kinky pleasures. Demons are abnormally strong 
in their host bodies, fueled by their infernal power. 
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Whacking or shooting the meat doesn’t do a damn thing to 
the demon, ‘cept maybe tickle them. A demon can simply 
vacate a damaged ride and go find another one. When 
outside a host, a demon looks like a cloud of black smoke, 
roiling and moving with overwhelming force and focus.

Fighting a demon ain’t much different than suicide—
maybe a bit slower and more painful. The better approach 
is to bind it. Wards work to contain or block them, and holy 
water burns them something fierce. Salt can turn them 
away too. The more powerful demons ignore the simple 
stuff, but a proper ward, like a Devil’s Trap, should stop 
even the strongest from entering a room.

Then again, stopping a demon physically doesn’t 
always keep you safe. Hellions can move things with their 
minds, cause fires by willpower alone, and get weak-willed 
humans to do their dirty work. The older, more powerful 
demons are very good at manipulating normal people, 
promising them gotta-have-it things in exchange for their 
help. Once a demon has its hooks in you, free will is little 
more than an illusion that helps you sleep at night.

Others
Ghosts, creatures, and demons—that’s not all that’s 

out there. Some horrors have their own gig. Usually, they 
don’t play nice with others. That’s good when the others 
are different nasties. That’s bad, very bad, when the others 
are humans. 

Take vampires, for example. They might have been 
mortal folk once upon a time, but after they change, they 
no longer age, sleep, or breathe. They possess phenomenal 
strength and speed. You might be able to slow them 
down, but you can’t really hurt them with most weapons. 
They survive by drinking blood, which makes them bad 
neighbors unless you too want to be undead. Good thing 
they can’t cross running water, are burned by sunlight, 
and can be killed by a wooden stake through the heart or 
decapitation. At least, that’s how the old stories go. Too 
bad they’re not true.

Other evils exist in legend but seem so farfetched 
even hunters have a hard time believing they’re real. 
The djinn, or genies, are like that. These bad boys can 
supposedly alter reality, messing with your head and 
changing the world at a whim. They can vanish, turn 
immaterial, change their appearance, and have an 
annoying habit of being immortal. Fortunately djinn 
are few and far between. Would be nice if the other 
supernaturals were so scarce.

The most dangerous of the others are the 
unique ones. Each one is hard to identify ‘cause 
it’s the only one of its kind. Some don’t even have 
a name, ‘cause the few people who might have 
survived its attacks can’t write or talk about it in 
detail. Evidence about its existence and habits is 
sketchy, amounting to, at most, vague rumors and 
folk tales. That means a hunter is stuck fighting 

a mostly unknown evil. Makes it damn difficult to figure 
out its capabilities and weaknesses. A werewolf or vampire 
is powerful, but at least a hunter—a hunter with any 
decent amount of training or experience—knows enough 
to prepare for those threats. When a creature is unknown 
its potential danger is limitless. Will fire affect it? Will 
salt? Will guns? Can it only come out at night, or can it 
hunt during the day? Does it need to breathe? Can it hear 
heartbeats, or thoughts? The less a hunter knows about a 
given threat, the bigger the risk of judging it wrong. When 
that happens people die—usually messily.

Hunting
Here’s where the rubber meets the road. Hunters are 

all about the hunt. Find whatever creeps are hurtin’ people 
and put an end to them, once and for all.

Some folks are born hunters—their parents were 
hunters and taught them the trade, or they’ve simply got it 
in their blood. Others discover, or more likely are forced 
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